CONSUMER GUIDE TO

Spray Foam

Insulation

Check Certifications!
Correct Manufacturers’ Certification:
All foam manufacturers offer installation certifications for their authorized
installers. Choosing a certified installer gives you the confidence that a
reputable manufacturer has recognized that installer’s training and capability
and is willing to stand behind their work.

Risk of Working with Uncertified Installer:
All product warranties require installation by a certified installer. If you are
using an installer who cannot demonstrate certification for the product he is
installing in your project, the manufacturer of that foam will not warrant it.
That places you and your homeowner at great risk. In addition, an uncertified
installer has no third party verification of their capability
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Jose Luna

What to Look For:
Ask for copies of the installing company’s manufacturer’s certifications. Also ask to see the certification
documents of the actual installer who will be performing the work. Get assurances that only foam
from this manufacturer will be used on your project. You may also want to inquire as to the number of
projects that installer has completed since certification and how long he has been with the company.
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Use of Reputable and Widely
Accredited Foam Products
It is extremely important that the foam insulation material used on your project is
manufactured by a reputable and widely accepted company. Without the support,
training, and stability of using a credentialed manufacturer, your project with the
warranty you desire. Investigation of the foam’s manufacturer is UNIQUELY critical
when compared to other building materials because the end product is so difficult
to quality control on site. Verifying that the product drum labels indicate supply
from a widely reputable company is your best course of action.

Risk of Ignoring Manufacturer of Product:
Many installers take risks by varying the purchase of their products quickly
based exclusively on price. This means that their inventories are many times
uncontrolled, unchecked, and questionable for use. This also leads to different
foams sometimes being installed on the same job! Installations of this type
are impossible to warranty and are not code compliant unless both foams are
documented on the installation certificate.

If the foam used by your installer is not
properly documented or is mixed with other
foam based on price savings, you will be left
without a warranty on your foam project!
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What to Look For:
Ask your installer
for copies of the
manufacturer’s
literature and
code compliant
documentation
when they submit
their proposal.
Get assurances that only this
product will be used on your
project. Also ask if the installer
can get a reference from the
manufacturer about their
work history with that product.
Unfortunately, many installers have
absolutely no relationship with
the manufacturer and are buying
product through wholesalers
and middle men who have less
stringent quality control measures.
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Does the Paperwork Provided
Match the Drums Used?

With foam products being made by many companies and only a few of those
companies closely monitoring the use of their products, it is becoming increasingly
common to see one product’s certification documents used while an entirely different
product is installed on the project. This dishonest practice puts owners, builders, and
installers at huge risk.

Risk of Not Checking the Drums:
While you can control
the quality of your
trim, counter tops,
and other building
materials by observing
their aesthetic and
structural quality,
foam is more difficult.
A non compliant and
non tested foam may
look very similar to
a properly certified
foam. Allowing an
installer to pull this
fast one on your
project could cost
you big and place the
safety of the project’s
occupants at risk.
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?

Certified
or
Uncertified

What to Look For:
The only place to truly verify what product is being applied at your project is to see the barrel label
as it is being installed. According to OSHA compliance laws, drum labels should not be removed
or tampered with. Drum label should clearly identify the brand of the product being installed and
should match the paperwork previously presented by the installer.

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

SES FOAM, LLC
713-413-2604

SES FOAM 0.5 LB SPRAY
(Patent Pending)

Product Description
SES Foam 0.5 lb Spray is an open-cell, nominal 0.5 lb/ft3
density, water-blown spray-applied polyurethane foam suitable for use as a construction thermal insulation and air barrier material. It is a two-component system and sprayed in
place using high pressure, plural component SPF application
equipment. Additional characteristics include high yield,
high R-value, high renewable content and excellent fire resistance.
SES Foam 0.5 lb Spray is designed for interior use only and
should not be used in situations where it will be exposed to
exterior environments. Vapor retarders may be required in
certain applications; contact SES Foam for specific recommendations.
SES Foam 0.5 lb Spray has been formulated with a proprietary A-side. Do not use other A-side materials or
generic pMDIs with SES Foam 0.5 lb Spray.

Physical Properties* (Typical)
Core Density (ASTM C 1622)

0.5 lb/ft3 nominal

R-Value (ASTM E 518)

3.7 nominal

Maximum Service Temperature

180 �F

Flame Spread** (ASTM E 84)

5 @ 4-inch thickness

Smoke Developed** (ASTM E 84) 450 @ 4-inch thickness
*The physical properties expressed herein are based on average values obtained
from laboratory prepared samples and should serve only as a guide.
**ASTM E 84 values do not reflect hazards presented by this or any other material
under actual fire conditions. These numerical values are used solely to measure and
describe a product’s response to heat and flame under controlled laboratory conditions.

Building Code References
SES Foam 0.5 lb Spray conforms to the requirements of the
following model building codes:
�� 2006 ,2009 and 2012 International Building Code,
Chapter 26
�� 2006, 2009 and 2012 International Residential Code,
Section R316.

Thermal Barriers
In accordance with the applicable building code, SES Foam
0.5 lb Spray must be separated from interior spaces by an
approved thermal barrier (such as ½-inch gypsum wallboard) unless specifically excluded by the code. SES Foam
0.5 lb Spray may be installed in thicknesses up to 11.5
inches when protected by an approved thermal barrier.
Refer to local building codes and authorities for specific
requirements and exclusions.
Ignition Barriers
Model building codes exclude the use of thermal barriers
over SPF in attics and crawlspaces where entry is limited.
Under these conditions, SES Foam 0.5 lb Spray may be
installed in nominal thicknesses up to 11.5 inches and
left exposed in attics and crawlspaces (per testing in accordance with AC 377, Appendix X). Additional restrictions
may apply: contact SES Foam for specific recommendations
and refer to local building codes and authorities for specific
requirements and limitations.
SES Foam 0.5 lb
Spray is certified as a
USDA BioPreferredSM
product based on its
high renewable, agricultural content.

Storage and Handling
Store A– and B-side components in a conditioned area,
away from exposure to direct sun light and precipitation and
between 50 and 90�F. Keep material containers tightly
closed. Keep material in opened containers under a blanket
of dry air or nitrogen.
Store both components between 70 and 90�F for several
days prior to use. Do not use band heaters or other heating
devices to pre-heat material in containers without first consulting with SES Foam.
Shelf life of SES Foam 0.5 lb Spray is six months when
stored and handled as recommended.
Wear appropriate personal protective equipment when handling or applying these materials. Use caution when remov032412
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Will the Foam Be Processed
and Installed Safely?

Investments in a safe working environment is a great indication your installer
has prioritized long term success over short term gain. The on-site manufacture
of spray foam insulation and the installation of the product under high heat and
pressure pose significant challenges to the installer for maintaining a safe working
environment and only the best trained installers are up to this task. The USA’s
regulatory authorities including OSHA, EPA, and DHEC have strict policies that
must be followed for the safe application of this product. Unfortunately, in an
effort to reduce costs, many installers are cutting corners on safety.

Risk of Ignoring Safe Working
and Material Handling Practices:
The obvious risks are injury to the installer
on your job or those around him/her. The
more subtle risks surround the long term
viability of your installer and therefore
the long term viability of his installation
warranty. If an installer is taking risks
with non compliant and unsafe working
procedures, he is putting your entire
project in jeopardy. The fines and penalties
he/she may face are sizable enough to put
small companies out of business and cause
you considerable inconvenience.
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What to Look For:
On Site material manufacturing should be done with full PPE being worn by
all installing staff. Spill kits and spill prevention techniques should be enforced to
ensure against on site material spills
Proper jobsite signage should be employed to minimize uncontrolled
exposure to the applied foam gases during installation. (gone within 24hrs)
Proper use of Air circulation fans
should be used to vacate airborne foam
particulate from the building where
installation is occurring

As required by OSHA, all installation
teams should possess a site specific
fire and fall safety plan to protect their
workers and minimize fines to both the
contractor and the installer
Project management – accidents happen; your installer should have a
trained and certified project manager on staff to handle any safety related issues
that may cause you trouble. Installers which have only sales and installation staff
without safety and project management staff should raise a red flag.
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Are Your installer’s Rigs
Electrically Capable
In today’s
economic
climate,
sacrifices in
safety are
unfortunately
often made
for profit. It is
vital that you
monitor the
installation
practices
of your
installers to
avoid catastrophic injury. One of the largest cases of foam related workplace injury
is electrocution caused by installers who are required to tie-in 220v electric at the
temporary power pole of a project or worse yet, the existing electrical box on a
remodeling job. This tie-in is necessary because the installation company has opted
not to invest in portable generation for their equipment which can exceed $18k per
rig.

Risk of Allowing Onsite Tie-in:
First and foremost it is highly unlikely that the foam insulator on your project also
happens to be a licensed electrician! Therefore tampering with the power pole or
electrical box by an unlicensed staff is not only illegal but incredibly dangerous. At
220V, significant life safety and fire hazard risks are involved with this practice.
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Secondly, if this form of
power is used to operate
the equipment, it can be
spotty and inconsistent. This
will lead to fluctuations in
the power feed to the foam
manufacturing unit and
eventually to varying quality
foam which can cause
problems in the future.

What to Look For:
First, verify verbally with your installer that all rigs that will be used to install foam on your project are
outfitted with their own power generation. Then ensures while on site that only licensed electricians
are making alterations or repairs to the temporary power pole. Installers whose rigs do not have self
contained generation should raise RED FLAGS
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Is Your Finished Installation
Really Sealed?
Foam is an incredibly difficult material installation to quality control. Because errors
in foam can be both visible and invisible it is difficult for any contractor, and/or
installer for that matter to be 100% certain that the entire job is sealed. Many items
can be visually checked such as common void spots, pull backs, overfills, and shy
fills but foam voids can also be hidden behind the top layer of foam.
The goal of any foam insulation is first and foremost to stop air infiltration into the
controlled environment. Secondly, a uniform insulating material such as foam will
provide consistent conductive heat flow resistance to all building surfaces. The
second characteristic of foam can be more easily visually inspected.

Risk of Only Using Visual Inspection for Quality Control?
Moisture, Moisture, Moisture!!! If air pockets develop behind the top layer of foam
and/or voids are left after the install that allow air from the exterior environment to
penetrate the controlled environments, dew points can be reached and moisture
will be the result! Moisture, leads to potential mold issues, health claims, and
structural degradation. All of these items mean long term warranty risk to the
builder and potential large liabilities.
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What to Look For:
First, in order to check for uniform conductive heat flow resistance from consistent application
of the foam, a visual inspection should be performed. This visual inspection should investigate
and confirm that all installed foam meets the following criteria:
Applied to a depth within a reasonable tolerance,
usually within 1/8” to ½” of specified depth
reflected on the work scope.
The entire area of the stud bay is covered with
foam that is adhering to the sides of the stud
Areas prone to mistakes such as immediately
beneath window penetrations, areas surrounding
plumbing penetrations, high points on the pitches
of roofs or gables, and soffit areas are fully filled

Second, and with critical importance, a blower door and thermal
imaging inspection should be performed to ensure that non-visible
air gaps/leaks are not present. The process of blower door testing
a property places a negative pressure on the structure and causes
outside air to be drawn into the dwelling through any accessible
air gap. The areas which have received foam insulation are then
photographed using a thermally sensitive camera to detect any air that may be passing through
or around the foam. After all areas have been photographically evaluated, a property can be
certified as TRULY SEALED. Without this testing and certification, too much risk is being taken with
probable moisture related warranty events.
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What’s my Depth and How Much
Short is Short?
The installation of foam insulation is a trade craft requiring years of experience to master.
Due to the foam’s incredibly high expansion rate between 30 and 150 to 1 depending
on the products used, exact depths are nearly impossible to achieve without the cost
prohibitive process of mechanically shaving a foam surfaces. The good news is that once
foam insulations reach nominal depths specific to each type of foam, variances between
½” or more in additional foam add little to the overall performance of the install.
In any wall cavity where foam has been applied, the foam will vary approximately ½” to
the plus or minus side of the specified depth. Any more variance is a sign of inexperience
in an installer. Overall however, any given cavity should have many more areas that meet
or exceed the specified depth than those that do not. However, just because an area of
foam is a little short of the specified depth, if the overall cavity is on depth, no statistically
significant loss in insulating value is being conceded.

Risk if Foam is More than 1/2” Different:
To evaluate what amount of insulating value you have actually achieved at a given
depth of insulation, conductive heat flow resistance charts are extremely helpful. As
you can see on this chart, the bulk of the insulating value is reached at relatively low
depths. After that, relatively small gains in efficiency are achieved through installation
of more foam. Comparing the average depth of a wall cavity to these charts is a great
way to measure the effectiveness
of the
SEALECTION™
500foam.
Conductive Heat Flow Resistance

94.0%

100%

96.4%

96.9%

97.3%

97.6%

97.8%

Conductive Heat Flow Resistance (%)

Heat Flow Resistance is
0% with no insulation

95.7%

96.1%

94.7%

93.1%

90.0%

Conductive Reduction

81.8%

Insulation Thickness (inches)
0.0
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1.0

2.0

3.0

3.5

4.0

5.0

5.5

6.0

98%
96%
94%
92%
90%
88%
86%
84%
82%
80%

7.0

8.0

9.0

10.0

What to Look For:
Acceptable Depth Variance
Versus Unacceptable Variances
Edge-On View of Spray Foam
Target 5”

5.5”
4.5”

6.5”

Target 5”

2.5”
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What is the Proper Cleanup
After Install?

Each and every contractor has an independent assessment of the housekeeping
required of his/her subcontractors. However, with respect to foam, cleanliness counts
for performance as well. Areas that have been insulated with foam SHOULD be free of
all foam splattering and droplets. In addition all areas not intended to be insulated such
as stud faces, HVAC ductwork, can lighting, etc should be free of excess foam.

Risk of Leaving the Droplets:
Foam that is allowed to drift away from its intended surface and partially cool before
it lands on an unintended surface has a potential to be only partially reacted. As
foam is designed to be a two-part system that fully catalyzes and reacts to form spray
polyurethane foam plastic, partially reacted foam is not a good thing to remain inside
a home.

Risk of Ignoring the Droplets:
While not a certain outcome anytime a droplet or insulated stud face is observed,
partially reacted foam does carry the potential to lay dormant until excess heat is
reintroduced into a building envelope. For example, as the heat of summer stresses
the ceiling members, excess heat can cause partially reacted foam to produce an odor
that some may find offensive. While not a hazard, this potential nuisance can cause
warranty concerns for the contractor. Choosing an insulator who is aware of and who
works to prevent these potential downsides is the best solution for your needs.
Other items to review during cleanup quality control would be overspray to
unintended areas of the home, window or door damage due to improperly installed
expansion foam, and damage or remaining debris in the vehicle access.
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What to Look For:
Clean Workspace/Flooring

Dirty with Droplets
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Once Complete, What is the
Proper Documentation I
Should Receive?
Every municipal building jurisdiction has some variance within the documents it
actually requires. However, the comprehensive set of all required documents is easy to
assemble and therefore should accompany all installations regardless of enforcement
requirements:

Risk if I Don’t Require the Documents:
Installations that are not fully documented at their conclusion present difficulties in
enforcing compliance by the installer with all local and state building codes. In addition,
the lack of this requirement by you encourages shortcuts and material switching games
that put you at risk.
All subcontractors
who install spray
foam should be
intimately familiar
with all required
documentation and
their failure to provide
and/or demonstrated
lack of understanding
of these documents
should be a RED FLAG.
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What to Look For:
Regardless of jurisdictional requirement, the following documentation should accompany all
foam applications:

The Installed Insulation statement which outlines what insulation products were installed
where within a project
Manufacturer’s MSDS and TDS for any products listed on the Installed Insulation Statement
Notification of any and all thermal barriers used on the project including their location
Fire testing certifications as an assembly inclusive of both foam and fire barrier with ESR or
equivalent document
Manufacturer’s warranty statement for all insulations used on the project
Installer’s written warranty for all insulations used on the project
A ResCheck analysis of the property if performance based depths are used in lieu of
prescriptive depths (common to almost all installations at present)
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For retro testimonials and examples of our work, visit our video library at:

www.youtube.com/energyoneamerica

817.424.3028 | info@texasinsulation.com

